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California's Laureate 

pilgrimage to her during the Pan-American Exposition, she 
found a white-haired lady of great dignity and charm living 
in a beautiful little house nobly placed on a high hill-a 

house presented to her long ago-so it was said-by admiring 

fellow-citizens of San Francisco. This year, unfortunately, 
her health has been somewhat impaired, and she has crossed 
the continent for a complete change of climate. She expects 
to spend the winter in New York, where she will bring out 

a new book of poems. 
The act of the California legislature is a gracious and well 

deserved tribute. H. M. 

REVIEWS 

A LINCOLN PRIMER 

Jbralzal Lincoln, a Play, bv John Drinkwvater. Hougrh 
ton Mifflin Co. 

We owe Mr. Drinkwater a debt of gratitude for discov 
ering and using the rich material of poetic drama afforded 
by Lincoln's public career, and for proving his point with 

skilful dramaturgy in the making of an actable play. We 
may thank him also for his simplicity and sincerity in the 
handling of his material. But beyond that our gratitude 
cannot go very far-not here in the United States, not here 
in Illinois. 

His play uses with a certain effectiveness the primer 
method: only the obvious simplicities of a great character 
are admitted, only the most recognizable lines of the portrait 
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are drawn. The twice-told tales are all here, and aftairs of 

state-the committee from a presidential convention, meet 

ings of the cabinet, etc.-are "telescoped," as the author puts 
it, into the homely talk of three or four neighbors. Strong 
characters like Seward, Stanton and Chase are made to toe 

the mark of submission, and the central figure is magnified 
by a process of elimination, and by a moralistic attitude of 

mind in presenting him. 

This is all very well--there is much to be said for the 
primer method. In England, where little is known of Lin 

coln, it may have served quite effectively to introduce him. 
But it is not adult, and the precedent of English praise, 
English success, should not impose it on the American people, 
in whose heart that rich, humorous, melancholy, profoundly 
impassioned tragic figure is a most precious spiritual inher 
itance. It would be little short of a calamity if all our deep 

musing, all our imagining, all our sorrowing love of this 
great leader should be interfered with by this English ver 
sion, made up of literary echoes and quite innocent of back 
ground. 

Some critics have implied that the absence of what they 
call "local color" was a negligible minor fault, to be easily 
remedied by a few slight corrections of diction, dialect and 
other discrepancies. They might as well say that a lion of 

the jungle reveals his power as effectively in a cage. Lincoln 
wvas part of his environment: literally he grew out of the 
soil of Illinois; spiritually he was a son of the pioneers. 
A-rtistically he belongs deep in his owvn countrys, and probably 
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only a fellow-couLntryman poct, certainly only a vividly local 

izing imagination, can place him where he belongs. And the 

trouble is, that not local color merely, but all color, is absent 
from this sketch in g-risaille of a figure whose richness only 

a colorist like Rembrandt could achieve. 
Of course it is our intimacy with Lincoln, our intense 

delight in him and love of him, which has kept our literary 

hands off. Whitman was lifted by Lincoln's martyrdom 
to the sublime height of a great elegy, and many other poets 

have brought tributes; but only the sculptors, as yet, have 

tried to present him in the round. To Mr. Drinkwater, of 

course, he is myth-a mine of dramatic material as valuable, 

and almost as remote, as Charlemagne or King Arthur. But 

whereas Charlemagne and King Arthur are bedded deep in 

the rich medieval poetic tradition, populous and haunted wvith 
the peoples of a dozen worlds real and magical, Lincoln, in 

the mind of a modern Englishman, stands gaunt and lonely 
and unrooted. MIr. Drinkwater picks him up out of his 

own place, and sets him down in a manufactured milieu, 

where the people do not think his thoughts nor speak his 

tongue, and even the chairs don't look natural. 

The dialogue is written in prose, but the key-note of 

poetic chronicle is struck and maintained by the choral intro 

ductions and interludes. There is much to praise in lINr. 

Drinkwater's revival of a form rashly pronounced obsolete, 

and in his structural use of it-the effectiveness of the cur 

tains, for example. Also his attitude toward 'his hero is 

straight and simple, free of patronage on the one ha i or 
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subservience on the other. I would praise, too, his effective 
use of the one valuable trait which history has revealed in 
the very trying character of AMIrs. Lincoln-her early-and 
late faith in her husband's greatness. H. MI. 

TIDE NEW I'MAGES 

Imi/ages (nevw edition with additions), by Richard Atdington. 
The Egoist, London. 
It is a pleasure to be assured that these exquisite poems 

have been sufficiently appreciated to demand a second edition. 
Ihe personality of the book is strengthened by the addition 
of a few poems from magazines and the imagist anthologies, 
and by the deletion of twvo whose manner, and perhaps con 
ception even, seemed to flutter on uncertain wings. 

As the poet states in the preface to his latest work, W1ar 
(and Love, the poems in Iniages were the outcome of a "spir 

itual struggle." They were a sort of armor of imagined 

beauty which the poet drew about himself as a protection 
against an unlovely environment. He ventured abroad in 
his world of imagined beauty with sure footstep and a strong 
heart. But the reader wvho would follow him should be a 

robust esthete, lest he strangle in the rarity of the atmosphere. 
From one point of view it is as if this book were the em 

bodiment of that condition spoken of in Scripture as the 

"dividing asunder of soul and spirit." For one feels very 
keenly the poignant desire of the senses to he united with 

the spirit from which they seem to be separated forever. 
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